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(1) each symbol (i,j) E G occurs once in each row, (2) for each i E Z, and each column c of A there exists a row r with A(r, c) = (a, i) for some a E Z, (each E, element appears once in each column), (3) if A@-, , cd = (z,j) and A(r,, c1 + l)= (i',j'), and if A@, ,cJ = @,A and A(r,,c,-tl)=(k',j'), then i-i'rk-k' (modp) implies F-, = r2 and c, = c2.
By developing the elements in ZP cyclically while leaving the Z, elements constant the resulting square of side pq is a RCLS.
Using a backtracking algorithm we have found generating sets of orders 9, 15, 21 and 27, with q = 3 (see Table 1 ). By an exhaustive search it has been determined that there do not exist RCLS of orders 3, 5 and 7. Thus, the resulting square of order 9 (Fig. 1) is the smallest odd order RCLS. No RCLS of order 9 or 15 were previously known (RCLS of order 15 in Fig. 2 ). These squares fail the quadrangle criterion (or a definition see [3] ); hence they are not generated by sequencible groups. Moreover, the square of order 9 is not a row permutation of a complete square (other squares with these properties are given in [4] pattern, q = 3 and p = 5, we have found many generating sets giving rise to non-isomorphic RCLS.
As an example, the first row of the generating set for IZ = 9 is
